
 
 

GST adjustment on Shells purchases in Malaysia 
To comply with the implementation, as of 1st April, 2015, all businesses including our payment channel 

provider partners from Malaysia will start imposing a 6% GST on any top up transactions. 

 

The end result will be an increase in the transaction amount by 6% when you purchase Shells in 

accordance to GST, while the Shells value itself will not be affected. Any Shells already purchased will be 

unaffected as this change will only affect future Shells purchases starting from 1st April, 2015. 

 

This only affects Malaysian players and players buying Shells through Malaysian payment channel 

providers.  

 

 

Will all payment channels in Malaysia be affected? 
Yes, but again, note that GST will only affect transactions in Malaysia with Malaysian-based companies, 

namely: 

1. MOL Direct Topup Payment Channel 

2. Internet Banking Payment Channel 

3. Digi Dpoints Payment Channel 

4. Maxis Mpoints Payment Channel 

5. Hotlink Topup Payment Channel 

  

 

How will Shells prices be affected? 
There are 2 ways in which Malaysian payment providers will impose the 6% GST on our Shells 

transactions. 

 

1. You will receive 6% fewer Shells for the same amount of payment made prior to GST. For 

example, after the implementation, your RM7 MOL purchase would get you 94 Shells instead of 

100 Shells (MOL factors in the 6% GST and deducts accordingly from the RM7 end user price). 

 



 
 
 

2. Current retail prices for PPCs and E-Pins will see a 6% price increment; while the Shells value in 

those items will remain unchanged (you will still get the same amount of Shells upon reload). 

Here’s the revised price list for PPCs and E-Pins that will be in effect from 1st April: 

  
 

 

 

Will this affect Singaporean players? 
No, not unless you use any of the above mentioned Malaysian payment channel provider or physically 

enter Malaysian borders to purchase PPCs and E-Pins. 


